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Quartet No. 2 in A Major, Op. 4 (1896)  

Alexander von Zemlinsky (1871-1942) 

 

 Alma Mahler's memoirs open with an account of the night in November, 1901 she met 

her first husband, the composer Gustav Mahler.  She wrote: 

 

After dinner the party broke up into groups and there was a discussion about the 

relativity of beauty.  "Beauty!"  Mahler said.  "The head of Socrates is beautiful."  

I agreed and added that in my eyes Alexander von Zemlinsky, the musician, was a 

beauty.  He was almost the ugliest man I had ever seen -- and yet the force of his 

intellect was felt in every glance of his eyes and in every one of his abrupt 

movements.  Zemlinsky was a disciple of Brahms and almost all the musicians of 

his day and of the next generation too were recruited from among his pupils.  

Mahler shrugged his shoulders.  That was going a bit too far, he thought. 

 

Zemlinsky has earned his niche in musical legend because Alma, who was studying with him, 

fancied herself in love with him.  His position in music history rests on rather more substantial 

credentials:  he was Arnold Schoenberg's only composition teacher, and was himself a composer 

and conductor of considerable talent.  From 1911 to 1927 he was conductor of the Deutsches 

Landestheater in Prague.  Under his direction, it became one of the leading opera theatres in 

Europe.  He stayed in touch with his contemporaries, rubbing shoulders with most of the great 

musicians of his day, including Mahler, Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, and Korngold.  Zemlinsky's 

sister Mathilde married Schoenberg in 1901.     

 

 Zemlinsky is a key figure in the transition from late romanticism to the Second Viennese 

School.  His music stretches tonality to its limits without abandoning it.  Schoenberg thought 

very highly of Zemlinsky as a teacher, composer, and conductor.  In 1914 he wrote to his 

publisher Emil Hertzka, "Zemlinsky is certainly the best conductor alive.  I once heard a 

wonderful Parsifal from his baton and watched him rehearsing Tchaikovsky and [Richard 

Strauss’s] Tod und Verklärung.  It's incredible what he can wring out of such by no means first-

class stuff."  The admiration (and probably the disdain for Wagner, Tchaikovsky, and Strauss) 

was mutual, and there is a kinship between Zemlinsky's music and early Schoenberg.  

 

 But Alma Mahler’s observation that Zemlinsky was a disciple of Brahms is more relevant 

to the First Quartet. While the piece (which dates from 1896, the year prior to Brahms’s death) is 

harmonically diverse and adventuresome in its changes of key, it remains firmly tonal throughout 

its four movements. The opening Allegro con fuoco is in clear and disciplined sonata form with 

frequent modulations. A wide variety of rhythmic patterns – often irregular -- serve as building 



blocks for variation and development. Zemlinsky maintains a sense of rhapsodic flow with shifts 

in tempo. 

 

 The four-note phrase that opens Zemlinsky’s second movement comprise a motive the 

composer identified as his musical signature. (Other composers, notably Bach and Shostakovich, 

have also adopted musical ‘spellings’ that are self-referential.) Though titled Allegretto, this 

movement essentially functions as the quartet’s scherzo. Its central trio section, marked 

Prestissimo, is strongly flavored with Gypsy violin style. Almost unhinged in its energy, it 

travels far from the almost dainty Allegretto that frames it. Zemlinsky’s transition back from D 

minor to the movement’s A major center is masterful.  

 

 Breit und kräftig – Zemlinsky’s title for his third movement – means broad and powerful. 

Both adjectives are appropriate for this extravagantly Romantic essay. As in the first movement, 

key and tempo changes are frequent, bordering on anguished and turbulent at times. By the close, 

serene A major returns and luscious harmony is restored. 

 

 Zemlinsky returns to sonata form for his finale, which dances between caprice and 

sturdiness. Buoyant and optimistic, the movement reinforces biographer Antony Bennett’s 

assertion that A major was a key of joy for Zemlinsky. 

 

Lyric Suite for String Quartet  

Alban Berg (1885-1935) 

 

 Alban Berg was a very handsome man. Throughout his life, women were drawn to him. 

One lifelong female friend was Alma Mahler, just six years his senior, who was herself 

considered one of Vienna’s great beauties.  They first met in the early years of the twentieth 

century, when Berg was still a teenager.  

 

 Their friendship lasted long after Mahler’s death in 1911, surviving the period during 

which Alma was the mistress of the painter Oskar Kokoschka. They remained friends during her 

second marriage to (and subsequent divorce from) the architect Walter Gropius, and the bond 

continued during her third marriage to the poet and novelist Franz Werfel. It was Alma’s liaison 

with Werfel that indirectly precipitated Berg’s relationship with a woman who was to dominate 

the rest of his life. Their relationship is memorialized in the Lyric Suite for string quartet.  

 In May 1925, Berg traveled to Prague to attend performances of three excerpts from his 

opera Wozzeck, which Alexander von Zemlinsky was to conduct at the Third Festival of the 

International Society for Contemporary Music. Berg traveled alone. His wife of fifteen years, 

Helene Nahowski, disliked travel and often visited spas for her health while Berg was on the 

road.  

 

 At Alma Mahler’s suggestion, Berg was invited to stay in the Prague home of Herbert 

and Hanna Fuchs-Robettin. Herbert was a wealthy Czech industrialist; Hanna was the sister of 

Alma’s lover and future husband Franz Werfel. Within days of his arrival, Berg had fallen head 

over heels in love with his hostess, who was ten years his junior. His passion was reciprocated, 

and the affair lasted until Berg’s death in December 1935.  

 



 Their liaison remained discreet, unknown except to the couriers passing letters between 

the lovers. Some of them, including the critical theorist and aesthetician Theodor Adorno, were 

Berg’s students. Although there is some evidence that Helene Berg was aware of her husband’s 

infidelity, neither Berg nor Hanna Fuchs-Robettin appears to have seriously considered leaving 

their marriages. Hanna had two small children. Berg was loyal, if ambivalent, to Helene. Both 

households moved in staunch, upstanding upper-middle-class circles where the inevitable 

scandal would have been most undesirable.  

 

 For decades, historians and analysts speculated on the meaning of the Lyric Suite, 

tantalized by a cryptic comment in Theodor Adorno’s book about Berg, in which he referred to 

the piece as a ‘latent opera.’ Berg dedicated the Suite to Zemlinsky, a former teacher of Berg, 

Schoenberg, and Webern. The second movement, Adagio appassionato, quotes from 

Zemlinsky’s Lyric Symphony, Op. 18, for soprano, baritone, and orchestra (1922-23), and the 

title of the string quartet piece appeared to be another homage to Zemlinsky.  

 

 Because the Lyric Suite was Berg’s first major work to employ Schoenberg’s twelve-tone 

technique, the piece was carefully analyzed. Berg was known to be keenly interested in 

numerology. Those who studied the work observed that the numbers 23 and 10 figured 

prominently: in such ways as the number of measures per movement, or the number of times a 

twelve-tone row or a component part of a row was stated within a movement.  

  

 The Lyric Suite is Berg’s memorial to his love for Hanna. We know this because he put 

the full explanation in writing, presumably for her eyes only. The “secret programme” – as it has 

come to be known – of the Lyric Suite remained undiscovered for half a century after the work 

was composed. Berg began work on it in May 1925, right after they met, and completed it in 

October 1926. (For him, that was unusually swift.) At the time of its publication in 1927, he 

presented Hanna not with the autograph, but with an annotated copy of the first edition. When 

Hanna died in 1964, the score passed to her daughter Dorothea, who kept it in good condition but 

did not examine it. The American composer and theorist George Perle traced it to her in the 

1970s and discovered that Berg had not only underlined passages in the Preface (written by 

Erwin Stein), but written on 82 of the score’s 90 pages, in three different colors, with comments 

elucidating the hidden programme in the music. 

 

 The layers of meaning are dizzying. To begin with, Hanna’s and Berg’s monograms form 

the kernel, the musical basis, for the twelve-tone row on which the Lyric Suite is based. His 

initials, AB, denote the pitches A and B-flat in German musical orthography. Hanna’s — HF — 

are B natural and F. The number symbolism fell into place: Berg identfied 23 as his “special 

number” and 10 as hers, thereby explaining the ratios and other numerical coincidences that 

music theorists had already noted in the music: number of beats, tempo directives and statements 

of musical ideas in multiples of 10 and 23, and so on. 

 

 Is any of this noticeable to the audience? Almost certainly not, especially on a first 

hearing, which this presumably is for most of us. Cumulatively, the details are important because 

Berg went to such pains to point out every personal reference. He inscribed Hanna Fuchs-

Robettin’s copy “For my Hanna, for whom, despite the official dedication [to Zemlinsky] every 

note of this work was written. May it be a small monument of a great love.” Elsewhere, Berg 



described the Lyric Suite as Schicksal erleidend — a “submitting to fate.” The fate, of course, 

was that they had no future together, thus their love would never be given the chance to flower as 

both of them yearned. It is no accident that the last movement, Largo desolato, quotes from the 

opening of Wagner’s Tristan, another magnificent musical paean to a doomed love.  

 

 Several things are perceptible to the audience. If you glance at the program page, you 

will see that each movement combines a standard Italian tempo marking with an adjective 

offering a liberal clue as to the music’s character. The movements do not just alternate between 

fast and slow; the fast ones get progressively faster, the slow ones more  funereal. Emotions 

grow ever more intense during the course of this quartet. The first movement, a sonata form 

without development, depicts Berg’s and Hanna’s meeting. The second, a rondo labeled Andante 

amoroso, introduces the two Fuchs-Robettin children and, briefly, Hanna’s husband. The music 

is freely atonal, with both diatonic and whole tone segments that will sound vaguely familiar to 

audience members acquainted with Wozzeck.  

 

 Next comes the first of two scherzo/trios. This particular Trio estatico is important 

because it depicts Berg’s and Hanna’s mutual declaration of love. The scherzo is a perpetuum 

mobile that calls to mind the finale of the Chopin ‘Funeral March’ sonata. The trio presents 

maximum contrast. Berg’s fourth movement is the one quoting Zemlinsky, but even the 

quotation is a coded message to Hanna: in Zemlinsky’s symphony, the baritone sings the text 

“Du bist mein Eigen, mein Eigen” [You are my own, my own], from a poem by Rabindranath 

Tagore. The second scherzo/trio follows, this one a Presto delirando in the form ABABA. 

Berg’s biographer Mosco Carner calls the closing movement  “an ebbing  away of the life force.” 

The Lyric Suite ends, as Berg and Hanna Fuchs-Robettin likely knew their love would, with 

profound and inconsolable loss. 

 

Quartet in D major, Op. 44, No. 1 
Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847) 
  
 Mendelssohn is associated strongly with two masterpieces from his teenage years – the 
overture to A Midsummer Night's Dream and the Octet for strings, Op.20. Other audience 
favorites show up regularly in the concert hall: the "Italian" Symphony, the Violin Concerto, and 
Hebrides Overture. Because of those dazzling works, we tend to forget how prolific and how 
skilled he was.   
 Like Mozart, Mendelssohn was an astounding instrumental virtuoso from childhood. He 
played piano, organ, violin, and viola, and had already achieved considerable renown as a 
composer while still a teenager. Some critics assert that he burned out his talent in his youth 
and that few of his mature compositions merit performance and study.  While his mature works 
are inconsistent, many are exceedingly fine pieces. Certainly they do not deserve the neglect 
and even disfavor into which they have sometimes fallen. 
 
 Chamber music always appealed to Mendelssohn. Several early piano quartets and a 
string quintet survive.  His first published quartets date from his late teenage years. Both Op.12 
in E-flat (1829) and Op. 13 in A (1827) are bold, experimental works that bear the strong 
imprint of Beethoven. Almost a full decade elapsed before Mendelssohn returned to the 



quartet medium with the three quartets of Op. 44. By that time, his career as a conductor had 
blossomed.  Mendelssohn continued to compose  chamber works for the rest of his brief life.  
Collectively, his chamber music is the most significant contribution to the genre between 
Schubert and Brahms.   
 
 Mendelssohn began work on the three Op.44 quartets during his honeymoon in 1837.  
The D major quartet was the last one of that set to be completed.  He wrote to the violinist 
Ferdinand David in 1838: 

I have just finished my third Quartet, in D-major, and like it much.  I hope it may 
please you as well.  I rather think it will, since it is more spirited and seems to me 
likely to be more grateful to the players than the others. 

 
Mendelssohn's pride was justified, and this quartet remained his personal favorite among the 
three.  D-major is a bright and idiomatic key for strings.  Mendelssohn wrote joyous, substantial 
music throughout, sharing melodic interest and technical challenge admirably among the four 
players.  The quartet lacks a scherzo; instead, Mendelssohn writes a sedate Menuetto, another 
reflective approach that binds this quartet to the traditions of the 18th century.  With its 
graceful, melodious lilt, the Menuetto is eloquent testimony to Mendelssohn's musical fertility.   
After a characteristic "song without words" slow movement, the quartet concludes with verve 
and panache, a splendid showpiece for all four players. 


